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Abstract - This study investigated information needs and

seeking behaviour of students in the library of Teachers
Training Colleges of Jhalawar region using a comparative
approach. The instrument used for the study was the student
questionnaire. A descriptive survey research design was
adopted in the study; a purposive sampling technique was
adopted. The undergraduate students in Teachers Training
Colleges of Jhalawar region sought for information in relation
to their academic and research needs while in Imo State
University sought for information resources on academic /
research information, business information and industrial
attachment/ employment information. The undergraduates in
the Teachers Training Colleges of Jhalawar region of
technology consulted shelves and catalogues to foster
information seeking behaviour while in Imo State University,
the Trainee Teachers browse through the shelves signifying
that the former utilized catalogues more significantly than the
latter.

the Information need of the Student of the information of
their clients to provide the information at the right time. The
Kothari Education Commission (India) and U.G.C.
Commission (UGC) has termed to Library as the central
organ Heart of an Academic Institution. Inadequate, up to
date, Healthy & Functional Category has been accepted not
only as the basis of study and teaching alone but also an
essential condition of Research without which development
and progress are not possible. Hence it is natural that all
academic institution has established their own libraries and
are spending a big amount on these. Due to information
explosion & globalization, there is a change is users demand,
After the introduction of information Technology and use of
internal has made a serious problem against the librarian to
cope up with the users requirement.

2.OBJECTIVES
The basic purpose of the study is to know:

Key Words: Information Seeking Behaviour, Library resources,
Academic Libraries, Teachers Training Colleges.

2.
3.

1.INTRODUCTION
The present work is an attempt to present Information
Needs and Behaviour of the Users in Teachers Training
College in Jhalawar District of Rajasthan. Now a day’s
information has influenced all the parts of human life. It is
treated as an economic resource. The role of Information
Professional has centered around the understanding and
efficient exploitation of technological resources to cater to
the increasing information dependence of the society. This
requires proper appreciation of the impact of Technology of
the concept of Libraries and their Services. Information
Technology has changed the entire concept of the library and
its service making certain things possible, which could not
have been visualized earlier. It has helped to overcome the
spatial barrier by ‘making Remote access to information
possible. Thus it has reduced the gap between the User &
Information Need which supports the laws of Library
Science enunciated by Dr. S.R. Ranganathan’s. The Role of
Library and Information Science Professional has also
undergone a significant change in this Information
Technology age. The LIS professional has to play a vital role,
acting as a consultant and providing services to the need of
the users. A Library is the Hub of Pivot around all the activity
of a academic Institutions revolves in a Academic
Institutional library exist to caster the Education Research in
© 2016, IRJMRS
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In the changing scenario of Information Technology
the study will reveal existing position of the library.
To know the information requirement of the user.
To know the behavior & attitude of the user
towards library.
To know the weaknesses of the library & to suggest
the way of to solve.
To propose a plan of Resource Sharing of library cooperation among all the Teacher Training College of
Jhalawar District of Rajasthan.
To introduced New Services by the way of the
Recommendations.

3.STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
Now A DAYS Library and Information Science profession
is on Cross Road. Now it is termed as Information Science
and Librarian as Information Officer with the introduction of
technologies is the library and c hanging shape of reading
material. Information explosion, busy user and growth in
variety of the demands of the user have created a problem
against the librarian to solve the user’s requirement.
Jhalawar District of Rajasthan situated on the bank of desert
in one of the undeveloped area of the Rajasthan comprising
and dominating people of tribal caste. Teacher Training
College is the colleges where training is imparted to the
future teachers who will work in primary and secondary
school, so, it will be the quick pertinent and purposeful to
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study the Information Need & Behavior of the users of the
T.T. College in Jhalawar District of Rajasthan.

4.METHODOLOGY
In the beginning it was desirable to make a literature
search for contribution on theoretical and practical aspect of
information Need and Behavior of the Users of the libraries
of Teacher Training colleges of Jhalawar District. As the topic
reveals that the study is based on various aspects of
Information Need & Behavior of the Users and the research
is based on survey so. Two type of data was required
pertaining to the library and users. For this two
questionnaire as was prepared named, (1) Library Survey,
(2) User Survey.
Data was collected by the, Researcher through the
personal visits in all the Teachers Training colleges through
questionnaire and Observation method, the Data was of the
two types namely,
(i). Primary Data
(ii). Secondary Data
Primary Data was collected through questionnaire
containing the various question related with information
need & Behaviour of the users such as opening house of the
library, attitude of library staff, Total Budget, staff & Human
Resource Develop and Application of Information technology
etc. In addition to this primary Data was also collected on
critical points through observation such as-attitude of
Library staff, physical conditions of the library etc. After
collecting both the data some was analyzed & Interpreted by
the various Angles of Info. Need & behavior of the users and
comparison was made with a national & International
standard of the user need & studies. Thus the conclusion was
drawn could display the information requirement of the
users & the role of the Libraries. In Teachers training
colleges of Jhalawar District. At the end of study and attempt
was made by the researchers to overcome the weaknesses &
Drawbacks of the libraries by way of the recommendation &
suggestions. The Conclusion and Suggestion not only is
helpful in strengthening the teacher’s training colleges of
Jhalawar District but also can be used in any other libraries
of India & abroad.

5.SCOPE
The Study was confined with the teachers Training
colleges Jhalawar District. The Basic purpose of these college
libraries was to help the users who will be the teachers
tomorrow for the purpose it is the Basic duty of Librarian of
these colleges to provide to information which helps in
mental, physical, social, moral, educational & professional
developments.

© 2016, IRJMRS

6.REVIEW OF LITERATURE
It is a well known fact that literature reviews are
important components of any research work this is because
they give an insight to what other scholars have said about a
particular area of study, they also enable researchers to fill in
the gap where other researchers left in the course of
conducting the study. The Corpus of literature available on
Information Seeking Behaviour of Teachers Training College
Students was carefully comprehended in order to make the
base of this research and some the key interesting papers on
this topic was thoroughly reviewed. Review of literature is
very essential in a new research topic. The Investigator
reviewed only those studies, which are similar to the present
study
Aitchison (1991) Survey South African library and
Information Science Literature published in between 198089. In an attempt to establish to information Needs and
describes types of community information Needs and forms
of community information services[1.].
Ajiboye Josiah and TellaAdeninka (2007) reported
that first academic Clinical Nursing Information was related
as the predominant Information required by the students,
while the internet was rated the most crucial source of most
of the academic Clinical Nursing Information required. It was
also found that gender, level of study and course of study
significantly influence students, Clinical Nursing Information
seeking behavior. The sample was taken in two departments
from each of the faculty in the university[3].
Baliarsingh and Mahapatra (1988) A Projects to access
the information needs of Communities. concluded that
majority of the respondents from both Universities seek
Clinical Nursing Information to update knowledge, 54
percent form U.I while 36 percent respondents from O.A. U.,
the study recommended that the two University libraries
should increase their internet bandwidth to improve their
Internet speeds[2.].
Chrislensen, Broadway and Garbutt (1995) Describe
and present the result of a survey undertaken to identity the
information Needs and problem of Health Care and
perceived information need of patients.
Cogdill (2003) says that 63% nurse practitioners
preferred weekly consultation with physicians rather than
non-human resources and 51% of nurse practitioners
utilized textbooks and 61% utilized drug reference manuals
a few times a week or more[4.].
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Cothey (2002) Studied World Wide Web users
Information searching Behaviour in a higher education in
institution in UK. The aim of the investigation was to detect
whether or not there was any change in on individual’s web
Clinical Nursing Information seeking habits/ Behaviour at
that individual gains experience. The findings have
implications for the design of future web Clinical Nursing
Information retrieval tools[5.].
Cronceberger and Luck (1976) An account of both
formal and informal methods employed by the Detroit Public
Library in analyzing the information needs of the residents
to be served by information need & behavior program[6.].
David Nicholas (2000) conducted a study under the title
"An Assessment of the Online Searching Habits/ Behaviour
of Practitioner End Users" and found that the objectives of
the study were: What are the searching characteristics of
end users in a non-academic environment and explain this in
the light of their Clinical Nursing Information needs? Social
and statistical methods were used to monitor end-user and
professional searching. The searching habits/ Behaviour of
170 end users were evaluated in the light of the searching
behavior of 70 librarians. The principal findings were that:
end users did conform to the picture that Clinical Nursing
Information professionals have of them; they search with a
limited range[7.].
Deltor and Arsenault (2002) discussed the role of
intelligent agents in facilitating the seeking and retrieval of
Clinical Nursing Information in Web-based library
environments by presenting agents and their current
application in library domains to produce a generic agentbased model for libraries to follow and suggested that Webbased Clinical Nursing Information seeking and retrieval in
library contexts could be enhanced through a collaborating
network of interface and Clinical Nursing Information
agents. Moreover, the research offered insights on the design
of interface agents to support Web-based browsing and
searching[8.].
Dillman (1991) Encouraging people to make greatest
use of information Technology on the lines telecottages in
Scandinaria[9.].
Dosunmu (1977) Relates Information needs to public
Utility concepts and sketches a history of information media
development. Now a day’s information systems are more
volatile and dynamic than the Book itself could be, with
secondary publication, Data banks, full text document
dissertation services and input data sources all more readily
available[10.].

Ellis (1983) The method used and discussion of the
findings is give, including information need, difficulties in
library use, prepared language, resources the role various
media and the function of bicultural stall[11.].
Fatima Nishat and Ahmad Naved(2008) reported in
own article that - student of Unani at ATKT (Ajmal Khan
Tibbiya College) library reveals that its resources and
Services needs to be increased student oriented Clinical
Nursing Information resources such as text books, reference
material, journals, internet facility, database etc. should be
facilitated. Importantly, the library should provide initial
orientation workshops and ongoing seminars for students to
terms then in using resources so that utilization of resources
and services as maximized[12.].
Fiar Tarlerski and Tarlerski (1977) Trends in
information needs are discussed and brief descriptions are
provided of information agencies operation in the area as
well as development in cooperation & co-ordination among
various community groups[13]..
Fourie (2006) vividly discussed the value of web Clinical
Nursing Information seeking studies and offered suggestions
on a selection of aspects of how LIS practitioners can
incorporate findings from web Clinical Nursing Informationseeking studies. These include improved self knowledge and
self-efficacy of practitioners and users, adapted approaches
to Clinical Nursing Information literacy and user
empowerment programmes, improved access to the full
spectrum of the Clinical Nursing Information infrastructure,
a stronger emphasis on the link between Clinical Nursing
Information-seeking and Clinical Nursing Information use
and knowledge generation, and involvement in pragmatic
small-scale research[14].
Garg (2000) conducted a study on Clinical Nursing
Information seeking patterns of users of engineering
institutions in Rajasthan and reported that Majority of the
faculty members use both formal and Clinical Nursing
Information sources of Clinical Nursing Information,
Whereas face to face discussion occupy prime position in the
case of Clinical Nursing Information sources[15]..
Giggey (1997) The Western Style library services
inherited in Africa and elsewhere during colonial times has
not met the information needs of the majority of people. So
they, emphasize empowering information services, what is
needed to make information services the accepted mode and
how it can take advantage of new technology.

Du Plessis (1988) Reports the second in a series of
Training Courses and emphasis is given on information
needs of the scholar and Academic library as information
agency.
© 2016, IRJMRS
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7.INFERENCE
A critical evaluation of the literatures on various aspects
related to Information Needs and Seeking behavior of the
Teachers Training Colleges of Jhalawar district. The study
provides the outcome of the review as follows:
















The related research articles published between
1980 to 2007 has been selected for this study. The
total of 54 research articles on the broad area of
online search strategy and challenges were selected
from international and national publication
through Journal, Internet base resources are
covered for this study
The published works related to Information Needs
and Seeking behavior of the Teachers Training
Colleges of Jhalawar district, were been critically
reviewed
For the reviewed of 54 research articles that there
is only few studies related to titles Information
Needs and Seeking behavior of the Teachers
Training Colleges.
It has been observed that most of study was been
focus of ether Information Needs and Seeking
behaviour of Scholars and Professionals or Use
studies.
For the reviewed of 54 research articles reviewed
by the researcher, it has been critically observed
that Nursing Scholars are highly based on Simple
search.
It is also noticed that most of study has been in
research articles publication, No study found
appropriate to related to “Information Needs and
Seeking behavior of the Teachers Training
Colleges of Jhalawar district”
There is no authentic comprehensive research
thesis or Doctoral dissertation on Information
Needs and Seeking habits of the Nursing Scholars
and Professionals: a survey of the users from the
nursing colleges in Kota Region” in Indian continent
Therefore, this study is set out to investigate the
“Information Needs and Seeking behavior of the
Teachers Training Colleges of Jhalawar district”.

Figure : 4.1 Total Memberships
This Chapter presents the Comparative Analysis and
Evaluation with the Variety of angles of Information Need
and Beheviour of Teachers training Colleges. The Teachers
Training Colleges are the colleges which involve in training
the Student to teach the student of primary & secondary
levels comprising various types and techniques used by the
teachers in secondary school, so it was quite interesting to
present the status of the existing library and access the users
demand. This chapter reveals the comparative statements of
all the Teachers Training College.
Table No. 1 Total Membership
S.
No
.
1
1

2
3
4
5

8.EVALUATON OF INFORMATION
BEHAVIOUR OF TEACHERS COLLEGE

NEED

&

The Main Facet of the Study is to know the Information
Need & Behaviour of the users of Teachers Training College
in Jhalawar District For this researcher has prepared the
Questionnaire and visited all the Teachers Training Colleges
in Jhalawar District and try to obtain the primary &
secondary data to assess the user’s demand, the behaviour
of the Information in the changing scenario of Information
Technology.
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6
7

Category DJH
of Users M

SGT
T

MTT SVT
C
T

MIT DIE
T
T

VRS
C

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Teachers

8

9

8

20

14

10

8

4

1

10

-

-

-

-

-

200

100

-

100

100

-

148

-

4

8

17

13

185

121

Research
e
rs
M.Ed.
Students
B.Ed.
100 100 100
Students
STC
Student
Other
11
7
12
Student
Total
119 116 120
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Analysis
As the topic of the study confined with the Teacher
Training College in Jhalawar District, (Raj.), there is 7 Degree
college as per the Norms of NCT 100 seats for B.Ed course is
allotted to each college. All the colleges are affiliated with
Kota University, Kota (Raj.) only SVTT College has 200 seats
in B.Ed classes. One hundred for B.Ed. General and another
Hundred for B.Ed Siksha Shastri.
As the Table is self explanatory it can be observe that
M.Ed. classes are not conducted in any college while the STC
is running only MITT and DIET.

Only SVTT, MITT and DIET are involved in conducting
Action Research Program for their B.Ed student. Action
Research means the Research on Minor Project and Routine
problem of B.Ed students. The category of the others
includes An Administrative staff of the college and casual
member of the library.
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Maximum No. of manuscripts are stored in DJHM college
and minimum No is in VRSC Here the manuscripts may
include the Hand written letter, Diaries of the academician as
per the discussion held with the library of DJHM college,
library has various letters in Urdu of Mr. Jakir Khan. Jakir is
pioneer in Developing Education Program the Desert
Dominating Area.
In the changing Scenario of Information Technology
Library of the B.Ed College in Jhalawar have started to
procure to Non Book material that is audio-visual, Microfilm,
Computer Readable Reading materials.
Audio .visual Material users including the cassette, Taps,
CD’s, etc Prepared by NCRT, SCRT, & Such other
institute/bodies involve developing adult and continuing
education program of the teacher.
In the category of others includes the globes, Maps, chart
etc.
TABLE No. -3 LIBRARY BUDGET

ANALYSIS
The Table reveals the total collection of the library
comprising various types of reading material. It can be
observed in the table that only the DIET Library has the
maximum collection while the TTC College has the minimum
collection.
The reason behind it is DIET is only college wh ich is fully
financed and owned by the Govt, and it was the oldest
college in Jhalawar District (Raj.), while other college in
Jhalawar (Raj.) is establish in self finance basis as private
college.
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ANALYSIS
It reveals that biggest Budget was of DIET library &
Lowest Budget was of MIТТ Library. As Per the
recommendation of the various bodies 50% budget should
spent on staff salary & 30% on Reading material and rest
should spent on others if we analyze the data indicate that
almost all the libraries are spending more than 50% of the
al budget in Staff while purchase of Reading Material of
Budget is not up to, the standards of various committee. A
general standard of Library Budget is Staff Salary 50%,
Reading Material 30%, others 20%.
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TABLE No. -4 STAFF STRENGTH

In the college library of other colleges staff is employed in
contract basis which is the exploitation of the staff & shows
the negligence of college management and NCTE.
Analysis
Above table shows the Facilities at Information
Technology available in the various Teachers Training
Colleges. None of the library accepts DJHM library has the
library software. It seems that libraries are using the
computer for the administrative purposes.

9.MAJOR
FINDINGS:
CONCLUSIONS

ANALYSIS
Tables reveal the staff strength in various Teachers
Training College - Jhalawar District, (Raj.) As per the table
only DIET Library has one staff member in the scale of 5500175-9000 while and other Teachers Training College Library
the staff is employed on fixed salary package on contract
Basis.
If we analyze the DIET Library we may easily conclude
that staff strength in government Teachers Training college
is very poor and not as per the standard of staff formula
suggested by S.R. Ranganathan’s. Library is suffering from
Staff Strength. Hence services are automatically will be
affected.

© 2016, IRJMRS

OBSERVATIONS

AND

On the basis of discussion of Various Tables of the
preceding chapters and personal observations during the
Survey of Various Teacher's Training Colleges Jhalawar
District, (Raj.) including namely: DIET, DJHM, MTTC, SVTT,
MITT, VRSC, etc. Observation is a under.




It has been observed in Table No. 1 deals with Total
Membership of Teachers Training College during
2007-08 as under:
None of the College, Surveyed and M.Phill. & M.Ed.
program.
STC program is run by two colleges only.The basic
purpose of Library of the above colleges is to cater
the Needs of their B.Ed. students. Such as preparing
the lesson plan and preparation of examination &
Micro Teaching etc.
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Info graphics: 5.1 Showing Total Membership of Teachers
Training Colleges of Jhalawar District

(A)

Info graphics: 5.3 Showing Total Collection of Books in
different Teachers Training Colleges of Jhalawar District

It has been observed in Table No. 2 deals with
Total Collection of Library of Teachers Training
College as under:

1.

It has been observed during the survey & table
reveals that the automation activities &
gathering speed of Non Book-Material is slow.

Info graphics: 5.4 Showing Total Collection of Bound
Periodicals available in different Teachers Training
Colleges of Jhalawar District

Info graphics: 5.2 Showing Total Manuscripts available in
different Teachers Training Colleges of Jhalawar District
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Info graphics: 5.5 Showing Total Collection of Current
Periodicals available in different Teachers Training Colleges
of Jhalawar District

Info graphics: 5.7 Showing Total libraries Budget allotted to
different Teachers Training Colleges of Jhalawar District

(C)

It has been observed in Table No. 4 deals with Staff
Strength of Teachers Training College as under:
1.
2.

3.

All the college libraries are lacking with the
staff problem.
In DIET, library only one profession is
employed and other semi, professional or
unskilled staff-post is no, sanctioned by the
govt.
In private Degree College library staff is
appointed on contract basis.

Info graphics: 5.6 Showing Total Collection of Books other
than R.B. available in different Teachers Training Colleges of
Jhalawar District
(B) It has been observed in Table No. 3 deals with
Library Budget of Teachers Training College as
under:
1.

It has been observed that almost all the
libraries are spending more than 50% of the
total budget in Staff while purchase of
Reading Material of Budget is not up to the
standards of various committees.
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10.OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
On the basis of discussion of Various Tables of the
preceding chapters and personal observations during the
Survey of Various Teacher's Training Colleges Jhalawar
District, (Raj.) including namely: DIET, DJHM, MTTC, SVTT,
MITT, VRSC, etc. Observation is a under.
D)

It has been observed in Table No. 1 deals with Total
Membership of Teachers Training College during
2007-08 as under :
1.

2.
3.

None of the College, Surveyed and M.Phill. &
M.Ed. program.
STC program is run by two colleges only.
The basic purpose of Library of the above
colleges is to cater the Needs of their B.Ed.
students. Such as preparing the lesson plan
and preparation of examination & Micro
Teaching etc.

Info graphics: 5.1 Showing Total Membership of Teachers
Training Colleges of Jhalawar District
E) It has been observed in Table No. 2 deals with Total
Collection of Library of Teachers Training College as
under:
1.

Info graphics: 5.2 Showing Total Manuscripts available in
different Teachers Training Colleges of Jhalawar District

Info graphics: 5.3 Showing Total Collection of Books in
different Teachers Training Colleges of Jhalawar District

It has been observed during the survey &
table reveals that the automation activities
& gathering speed of Non Book-Material is
slow.
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Info graphics: 5.4 Showing Total Collection of Bound
Periodicals available in different Teachers Training Colleges
of Jhalawar District

Info graphics: 5.6 Showing Total Collection of Books other
than R.B. available in different Teachers Training Colleges of
Jhalawar District

(F)

1.

It has been observed in Table No. 3 deals with
Library Budget of Teachers Training College as
under:
It has been observed that almost all the libraries
are spending more than 50% of the total budget
in Staff while purchase of Reading Material of
Budget is not up to the standards of various
committees.

Info graphics: 5.5 Showing Total Collection of Current
Periodicals available in different Teachers Training Colleges
of Jhalawar District

Info graphics: 5.7 Showing Total libraries Budget allotted to
different Teachers Training Colleges of Jhalawar District
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It has been observed in Table No. 4 deals with Staff
Strength of Teachers Training College as under:
1.
2.
3.

All the college libraries are lacking with the staff
problem.
In DIET, library only one profession is employed
and other semi, professional or unskilled staffpost is no, sanctioned by the govt.
In private Degree College library staff is appointed
on contract basis.

12.RECOMMENDATION AND SOLUTIONS
On the basis Analysis and discussion of the Chapter No. IV,
Evaluation of Information Need and Behaviour of the Users
of Teachers College of Jhalawar District (Raj.) and
Observation in Preceding Chapter an attempt has been made
after the study to Overcome the problems regarding
information Need and behaviour of Users.
It is presumed that Recommendation of this Study will
have the Planners decision makes librarian and the library
Authority to frame the Policies and Programmes about the
Information Need and Behaviours - of the Users of Teachers
College of Jhalawar District. It is also presumed that the
Recommendations and Suggestions of this study will be not
only Helpful to the Teachers College Jhalawar but cannot be
equally applicable to others Teachers Training Colleges of
Rajasthan and Other State,






11.RECOMMENDATIONS
CONCLUSION

AND

SOLUTIONS


The Study sought to examine the “INFORMATION NEED &
BEHAVIOUR OF THE USERS OF TEACHER'S COLLEGE IN
JHALAWAR DISTRICT ” by taking samples from various
disciplines of Faculty of Teachers Training Colleges to get an
overview of the Information Seeking habits of the Teachers
Training students. Most of the objectives are met within the
results. Information Seeking habits is likely to differ from
one discipline to another and among levels of status, such as
STC first year, STC second year. Non-availability of
information materials is a major problem associated with
students needs for information. In this age of Information
and communication technology, where Internet has
revolutionized every facet of librarianship, it is very
important that librarians working in the various libraries
should as a matter of urgency embraced the reality of ICT if
they are to remain relevant to the information conscious
society.










As the infrastructure of college is very sound,
library is well organised, hence it is recommended
that other coerces must be introduced.
As the colleges Libraries are managed by the
governing Body of the college the budget of the
Library must be increased as per the
Recommendation of kothri education commission.
It is Recommended that the allocation of fund in
purchase of Reading Material should be enhanced
increase in proportionate to suggested norms.
DIET Library which is govt, college library and self
financed library ^ staff must be appointed as per
the Norms of UGC & NCT standards.
NCTE and State govt must take a serious action
against management for Not appointing the staff as
per the Norms.
A continuing education program must be
introduced by the Library Authority for updating
the existing staff in the changing scenario of
Information Technology.
It is recommended that Selection Process of the
Teachers should immediately start so that
competent Teaching Staff can be employed.
All Contract Lecturers having the five years of
Teaching experience and more should be
permanently employed.
Recommendation-5
The entire Library must have library software to
start the library automation activities immediately
like SOUL, SIBSYS, SANJAY, GREEN STONE, etc.
Library must be linked with any academic network
of India. Such as DELNET, CALIBNET, MALIBNET,
so their clients will remain updated.
A Local Area Network of all Teachers Training
colleges must be initiated.
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Staff Library Training is required therefore they
should be send to Training Institutes like INSDOC,
INFLIBNET and other Higher Technical
Special/Academic Libraries phase wise periodically
at least once in six month.
Carpet area of the Libraries must be increasedas
per the Norm of the, government guidelines.
Library must be open for the ready on Sunday &
other govt. Holiday.
The Library hours must be extended to 8 am to 8
pm. (12. Hours)
Serious Warning or Negligence Action must be
taken against the library of all the colleges.
Special caution must be taken by the librarian of
DIET College to promote the Home Reading to
student.
Promote the participation and Network
Connectivity for strengthen Inter Library Loan
Facility.
Promote the FAQ (Frequently asked question) for
automated answering and grievances handling
Related with the Reference Queries answered by
the librarian. It is also satisfactory.
DIET AND MTTC College should purchase the
photocopier Machine to provide Reprography
Service to Users of T.T. Colleges.
In-service Training course regarding Library and
Information Technology Incentive for Librarian
such as study of leave.
Duty leaves for participating.
A Training programme are to be conducted for
younger staff regarding Library Operations such as
Cataloguing, Classification, Shelfarrangements
because mostly staff are widows, dependents
having no knowledge of library operations.
Training will also help them to make them aware of
recent developments of library fields.
Some Technical activity the Education of Computer,
operation of library software is to be given to
younger staff of libraries who are imperfect in
above said activities.
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